Abstract. In this paper we describe new methods to detect semantic concepts from digital video based on audible and visual content. Temporal Gradient Correlogram captures temporal correlations of gradient edge directions from sampled shot frames. Power-related physical features are extracted from short audio samples in video shots. Video shots containing people, cityscape, landscape, speech or instrumental sound are detected with trained self-organized maps and kNN classification results of audio samples. Test runs and evaluations in TREC 2002 Video Track show consistent performance for Temporal Gradient Correlogram and state-of-the-art precision in audio-based instrumental sound detection.
Introduction
In the last decade, content-based indexing methods for multimedia documents have been studied widely to obtain new tools for access and retrieval. Research work is motivated by a growing amount of digital multimedia content, most notably the distributed content in the Internet. Prototype retrieval systems have been developed around the world, and even commercialized. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The tools for semantic retrieval are mainly relying on lexical information extracted from the video. The most successful search systems are based on automatic speech recognition transcripts (ASR), video optical character recognition (video-OCR) and manually annotated meta-information. However, visual and audible data conveys a lot of adjunct information that could also be utilized in the search, if the algorithms were competent enough. The detection and recognition of every visual and audible object would give profound settings for searching. It is, however, very complicated to construct generally applicable object detection for video retrieval; it would be more reasonable to start with detection of simpler conceptual objects. For example, detecting the presence or absence of people, or scene settings, such as indoor/outdoor locations, would provide value-added content-based attributes for the query definition. Semantic concept vocabulary could expand classic content-based example queries that are traditionally based solely on computations of low-level feature similarities.
Naphade et al. [6] have proposed a framework of probabilistic multimedia objects for modeling audiovisual semantics and demonstrated it with sky, water, forest, rocks and snow concepts [7] . Chang et al. [8] presented semantic visual templates using examples of sunsets and high-jumpers concepts. Del Bimbo [9] has introduced detection scheme of four semiotic classes: practical, playful, utopic and critical, measuring expressiveness of commercial videos and utilized them in retrieval of advertisement videos. IBM has developed statistical models for over ten concepts [10] for their Video TREC retrieval system. Their models are categorized into events (launch etc.), scenes (greenery etc.) and objects (vehicle etc.).
In this paper we present our simple, yet powerful approaches to detect audio and visual semantics from video data. We evaluated the performance of our approaches in TREC-2002 Video Track semantic feature detection task, where we tested our methods with a subset from ten semantic features that video systems from around the world endeavoured to detect [11] . The concepts that we tested our approaches with were people, cityscape, landscape, speech and instrumental sound. Chapter 2 describes the methodologies. Chapter 3 describes the experiments in TREC-2002 evaluation. Finally, chapter 4 summarizes the results with conclusions.
Detecting Semantic Concept Features
In this chapter we introduce two methods to train detection of semantic concepts from video shots. The motivation for this work arose from the earlier research we have made in the fields of audio and video analysis [16] [20] . Derived from the previous work, our two approaches diverge based on the modality containing the principal semantic information of the concept in question. The two approaches for video and audio based detection are respectively: 1) self-organizing maps with a feature capturing video shot's temporal correlations of gradient edges and 2) kNN-based audio sample classification scheme.
Detecting People, Cityscape and Landscape
We have developed a straightforward way to utilize visual features in detection of people, cityscape and landscape concepts from video shots. Our method is based on video frame edge properties and pre-trained self-organizing maps (SOMs). It operates by creating confidence values for video shots based on their organization in SOM. The greatest challenge in semantics detection is robustness over varying video quality. Heterogeneous video data from multiple sources has ranging color and illumination, which will often degenerate detection output. A well-known approach to classify city and landscape images is to use edge direction features [12] . They are based on discrimination between natural and non-natural structures using either the coherency of edge directions (Edge Direction Coherence Vectors) or statistical edge probabilities (edge direction histograms). For example, objects such as buildings cumulate edge histograms in horizontal and vertical orientations whereas natural views may have a more evenly distributed histogram of different orientations.
The use of gradients adopts functionality of the human visual system (HVS), in which antagonist retinal receptive fields excite impulses to achromatic neural channels from stimuli caused by spatial lightness contrasts, such as object edges or texture patterns. The opponent neurons with center-surround receptive fields in HVS are also assumed to gather information about chromaticity contrasts of opponent colors [18] . This would indicate that chromaticity edge histograms could also be meaningful in recognition and detection. However, a recent study [19] in color texture classification shows that the discriminatory power of color information degrades greatly in differing illumination conditions. Mäenpää et al. found that even with the chromatic normalization, luminance information was still found to be more discriminative than color under varying illumination (e.g. having changing color or geometry). This condition is very likely to occur in heterogeneous video databases with mixed data quality. Therefore it would be more justifiable to prefer other than chromatic properties in semantic concept detection from largely varying video data. Edge direction histograms are based on relative instead of absolute luminance differences and are therefore less affected by overall changes in illumination levels. While color cannot heuristically be considered as a significant cue for categorizing landscape and cityscape scenes, it could be a factor in detection of people. The use of gradient-based concept detector is intuitive for tasks where semantics are profoundly in the gestalt of the global visual structure, therefore usable in detecting images about cityscapes, landscapes and large people groups, for example.
Temporal Gradient Correlogram. Temporal Gradient Correlogram (TGC) is
computed from local correlations of specific edge orientations as an autocorrelogram, whose elements correspond to probabilities of fixed edge directions to occur at particular spatial distances during a video frame sequence. The feature is computed from 20 video frames sampled evenly over the duration of a video shot. Temporality has been argued to contain important properties for content-based retrieval [20] . Due to temporal sampling, TGC autocorrelogram, denoted as TGC, is able to capture also temporal probabilities in spatial edge orientations. From each sample frame, the edge orientations are quantized into four segments depending on their orientation being horizontal, vertical or either of the diagonal directions. The TGC feature is thus computing higher-order texture statistics similar to a well-known Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix [21] . However, TGC is less dependent on overall luminance levels since the correlation is computed from gradient edge directions instead of the quantized luminance values as Haralick et al. have proposed.
First, the gradient image frames are extracted from the sampled video shot using Prewitt edge detection kernels [22] . Prior to computation of an autocorrelogram the gradients of each pixel with an average magnitude exceeding a pre-defined threshold T are used to compute quantized direction image D. Empirically, T is set 12 in our ex- 
which gives the probability that given any pixel p 1 of direction value c i , a pixel p 2 at a distance d from the given pixel p 1 is of direction c j among the shot's sample frames D n . Following the experiments with color correlograms [20] , we have defined i=j with spatial pixel distances d={1,3,5,7} measured with L ∞ norm. To measure the differences between different TGC vectors, we have used Minkowski norm L 1 , which has been used successfully in content-based retrieval with color correlograms [20] [23].
Skin Descriptor. In an attempt to make the feature vector more discriminative to detect people, we detected skin-colored local regions and generated a four-valued vector describing the relative size and structure of consistent skin areas in a video shot frame. The structure of our descriptor adopted some interesting properties of Motion Activity Descriptor from MPEG-7 standard [24] , such as the ability to indirectly express the number, size, and shape of active regions in the frame.
To detect skin-colored regions, we trained a self-organizing map based on localized HSV color histogram feature, named HSV Sector Histogram. This histogram is localized on regions that appear in images containing skin. The HSV color space is first quantized into 540 bins: 30 for H, 6 for S and 3 for V channel. The starting offset for the bins in H channel is rotated -GHJUHHV WR ILW FRORU KXHV EHWWHU LQWR XQLIRUP clusters. 60-bin sector histogram is empirically constructed from representative skin colors with the following ranges of hue, saturation and value ple in different environments. After training, the map nodes were labeled using manually marked skin areas from 40 key frames that were selected from sample video shots. The labeling procedure marked 'skin' nodes by finding the best matching nodes for the sample histograms of manually marked skin blocks. The trained and labeled map was then used to detect 10x10 skin regions from every shot's key frame in the database. The detected 10x10 regions were used to create the final four-parameter feature vector. Skin descriptor vector was constructed of four values that were extracted from detected skin blocks in a shot key frame. The first value was relative amount of skin, which was a simple discrete value between 1 and 5 describing the ratio of skin-colored blocks to the total number of blocks. Next values indicated the number of long, medium and short zero runs (adjacent non-skin blocks) between skin-colored local regions measuring the uniformity of skin structured areas.
The relative amount was determined using the following rules: 
where R is the quantized relative amount of skin, s is the proportional amount of skin blocks in a key frame
The number of long, medium and short zero runs were determined by the number of adjacent non-skin blocks in the rows of raster-scanned image. If the length of a consistent run exceeded 2/3 of the total width of the frame, it was recognized as a long run, and if the size was between 1/3 and 2/3, it was counted as a medium run. Finally, runs less than 1/3 of frame width were considered to be short runs.
Due to the degraded quality of color information in the test videos, the prognosis for the success of the skin detector was initially set low. However, an optimistic assumption was made that the detected skin regions would assist the edge features at least in the detection of people. Therefore the feature values were concatenated with the TGC feature vector in our secondary test run.
Training by Propagating Small Example Sets. To find the shots containing a certain semantic concept, we selected sets of example shots from the collection of videos that were separated from the test data for training purposes. A total of 13 example shots were selected for people (K=13), and 10 for both cityscape and landscape (K=10). The TGC and TGC+SKIN feature vectors were computed from the example shots and used in retrieval of shots in the Feature Test Collection. Our test system consisted of two SOMs that were generated using TGC and concatenated TGC+SKIN features. To find the shots with the largest confidence for a concept, we used all the selected example shots to locate sets of best matching units from SOM. Therefore the procedure of detecting concepts was practically a propagation of concept labels to the closest neighbor nodes and samples within. From these nodes, the closest shots for each example were selected using the shortest L 1 distances. All distance values in result set ¡ were scaled with the greatest distance in the set. After this, the sets of 
Detecting Speech and Instumental Sound
The classification of audio signal between speech and music is a widely studied problem [13] [14] [15] . Our approach is based on kNN classification as described by Penttilä et al. in [16] .
The classification between speech and music was computationally very inexpensive using only four power-related features. A 3-second window of the signal was divided into 50 ms frames overlapping by 10 ms, and the power inside every frame was computed. The four features used were the variance of the frame-by-frame power, and the variance of the first and the second order differentials of the power, and finally, low energy ratio [17] , which was computed as the proportion of 50ms frames with RMS power less than a fixed threshold of the mean RMS power. Other speech related features, such as spectral pitch and harmonic content, were omitted for efficiency reasons. A 20% threshold for low energy ratio gave the best results with independent training material, and the spread of the four features was increased by log transformations. In training, the features were normalized to zero-average and unit standard deviation. The translation and scaling parameters for each feature were used in classification to normalize the test signal.
The classification of samples was performed using kNN with k set to 3. The final classification results of 3-second segments were presented as low-pass filtered time series. Low-pass filtering reduced the effect of single classification errors and smoothed the transition points between longer segments of speech and music. In addition, mixed signals (containing both speech and music) that would produce a fluctuating series of classification results with a traditional binary decision classifier are now presented as 'gray' areas that belong to both classes. The new trail of annotation labels shows the degree of certainty of belonging to either class for each three-second audio segment at a time. The numerical results were scaled between 0 and 1, and the weighted mean of the classifications inside each shot was used as the confidence measure for instrumental sound detection. The confidence for speech detection was determined as such that the sum of these values was always 1.
The training database was assembled from a vast assortment of CD' s and digitally recorded speech samples from Finnish radio broadcasts. The sample format was 22050 Hz mono with 15-second sample length. The database contained conversations and single speaker sections using several speakers from both sexes. Also music from various styles and genres was included. The database contained about 20 min of speech and 40 min of music.
The confidence value for a shot to contain speech or music was derived from the weighted average of speech/music classification results of 3-second segments. 1000 most confident shots were evaluated in the experiments. The performance was measured using precision computed from the result set.
Experiments in TREC 2002 Video Track
TREC 2002 Video Track, organized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, was the second organized video benchmark focusing on content-based video retrieval using open, metrics-based evaluation [11] . TREC 2002 Video Track evaluated systems in shot boundary detection, semantic feature (concept) detection, manual search and interactive search tasks. Our full participation in the event is reported in [25] , the experiments with semantic feature detection are described in detail here.
Experimental setup
The video database contained 68.5 hours of rather old video material from Open Video Project [26] and Internet Archive [27] . The videos were from the 1930' s to 1960' s with large variations in audio and color quality. The video data was split into Search Test (40.12 hrs), Feature Development (23.26 hrs) and Feature Test Collections (5.07 hrs).
The task of detecting semantic features was to give a list of at most 1000 video shots ranked according to the highest possibility of detecting the presence of the feature. A standard set of shot boundaries and a list of semantic feature definitions were given to the participants. Each feature was assumed to be binary, i.e. it is either present or absent in the video shot. Feature Development Collection provided videos to train the detection systems, whereas the actual test runs were committed in Feature Test Collection. The categories we experimented were People, Cityscape, Landscape, Speech and Instrumental Sound. [11] 
Results
In the evaluation, NIST used pooling of submitted results that simplifies the process with minor effects on results [27] . Feature Test Collection was used in the experiments. NIST provided the segmentation of video shots: over 1800 shots for the Feature Test and over 7800 for the Feature Development Collection.
TREC 2002 Video Track evaluation uses average precision and precision in standard recall points as a performance measure [27] . Average precision is a single-valued measure reflecting the performance over all relevant documents. It is the average of the precisions after each relevant document is retrieved. A relevant document that is not in the result set is assumed to have a precision of 0.
The average precisions are shown in Table 1 . Also the best, median and worst results of all participating systems are presented. The results show that TGC was most efficient in detecting cityscapes, which may be a result of structured edges dominant in typical cityscape scenes. The poorly performing skin feature was degrading the results even in the people category, unveiling the futility of color in low-saturated videos. Overall, the TGC-based concept detection had consistent median or above-median performance among all participating systems in TREC 2002 Video Track. The detection of speech and instrumental sound from audio signal had a mean precision of 0.641, being higher than the mean precision of 0.246 in people, city and landscape categories. The detection of instrumental sound was state-of-the-art. Table 2 shows the amount of shots with overlapping concepts in TREC experiment ground truth data. Diagonal cells show the total of shots containing a certain feature. Table indicates that nearly half of the people shots were located in urban setting. 39 shots were considered to have both city and landscape view, which was caused either by slow camera transitions between urban and natural areas or by failure to detect a shot boundary between sequential camera runs. The amount of overlap is even larger with audio concepts. 
Summary and Conclusions
Temporal Gradient Correlogram captures the structural properties of video shot segments in a way that is appropriate for varying color and illumination quality. A simple training of semantic concepts using self-organizing maps was presented and its efficiency was demonstrated in a five-hour test video collection. The performance was consistently above or equal to median in TREC 2002 Video Track evaluation. TGC had problems with shots resulting from the failed shot change detection. Such shots consisted of two or more separate camera runs having very different contexts, which confused the computation of gradient correlations over the time sequence. The shots with large motion resulted in blurred image samples, which affected the computation of gradients. However, if the image edge details were visible in at least one sample, TGC algorithm was able to successfully capture the correlations of gradient directions from that single instance. This interesting fact should be investigated further in future research together with comprehensive testing of TGC against other state-of-the-art visual features [29] .
Speech and instrumental sound detection was based on classification of short temporal sound samples using power-related features. It proved to be effective among videos with only adequate sound quality. Based on TREC 2002 Video Track evaluation, the performance was state-of-the-art in detection of shots with instrumental sound.
The semantic concept detection was tested with video data having remarkably heterogeneous content and quality. The early developments of video technology during the 20 th century was clearly visible in the data and provided the most challenging environment for video content algorithms; the results indicate this aspect clearly.
